
High safety at work
Hand protection and excellent heat insulation 
guarantee safe working.

Easy to use and clearly arranged operation

3 models as SOLO or TWIN
Three GT-models with work space from 39,4x44 - 78,8x44 inch (100x112 -
200x112 cm) are available as SOLO- or TWIN-version (1 resp 2 base plates).

Do you need a larger size? 
Were looking forward to receiving your request!

Extremely wide range of applications
Print on different materials such as textiles, aluminum or
steel sheets, MDF-plates, and much more - no matter if thick
or thin.
Sublimation, Transfer or Flex and Flock process.
One large print or several smaller ones at a single blow.
Single piece or mass production.






Height adjustment features flexibility
The GT-series is the only large scale heat press class
which offers a height adjustment of the base plate!

A maximum gap of 5 inches (125 mm) between
base and heat platen makes it easy to use
positioning devices or to print thicker materials.

TWIN-version increases output
Double your output or handle two jobs at once!
Prepare your prints absolutely independently at
both base plates. That saves time and costs!

PS: The second base plate is retrofit.

STANDARD- or SUPER-pullout
Effect your print preparation unobstructedly from
three sides - use the optional SUPER-pullout* to do
so at the back of the base plate, too! By this means
even smaller persons reach every point on top of
the base plate effortlessly.

*SUPER-pullout: Pull the base plate 20 inches
(50 cm) further out than STANDARD-pullout.

Heat platen + Teflon foil (optional)
First class materials and heat elements guarantee
an absolutely even heat distribution and a perfect
planeness of the heat platen during the whole
operation.
A Teflon foil can be stretched underneath the heat
platen optional.
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TECHNICAL DATA GT-1011 GT-1511 GT-2011

  

The GT-series benefits from over 20 years experience in designing and developing heat presses.
Aligned in an optimal way to the modern transfer processes the GT-models stands for perfect
print quality at an attractive value for money.

• Easy and flexible use.

• Designed for continuous or shift operation.

• Low operating costs by minimum maintenance requirements.

• Fast set up
The GT-models can be taken into service within a few hours without expert staff. If you wish
a SCHUSTER technician comes to your place for installation.

Your door is narrower than 130 cm,.please contact us!

• Worldwide supply of spare parts
The electric components come from leading manufacturers which have a worldwide
distribution network.

• Guarantee
We grant 2 years guarantee on the electrical system, 5 years on the mechanics and lifelong






 











 








 








   

   

   

 

     

 

   

 

  

 

We grant 2 years guarantee on the electrical system, 5 years on the mechanics and lifelong
guarantee on the frame.
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